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Rewriting Herstory:  
What impact has RuPaul’s Drag Race had on queer 

culture and drag performance? 
 

Rupaul’s Drag Race (RPDR) is a reality television phenomenon starting in 2009, 

and since gaining over a million weekly viewers1 and branching out into several 

spin-offs, meaning we now get nine different seasons of RPDR per year. At the 

point of writing this essay, May 2021, there has been at least one new episode 

every week of the franchise in 2021 (31 episodes in total). In just over a decade, 

the television programme has exploded into a huge franchise and commodity, and 

with the entire show being focused on the queer art from of drag, the queer 

community and its visibility has grown alongside it and been celebrated. At first 

glance, this surely is a positive thing for the queer community and the art from of 

drag, coming from a group of people who have been heavily oppressed all over 

the world for a very long time. However, RPDR has only ever shown one niche of 

drag, transforming cis-gay men into feminine women, creating a female illusion, 

meaning any other type of drag performance is being pushed back into obscurity 

as it is not grouped with what is now the mainstream of drag performance. This 

essay will explore RPDR’s impact on the queer community and the drag artists 

that do not fit this niche, alike myself as someone with a female body, and how 

the shows impact has made it even harder for non-cis male drag performers to be 

booked and have successful careers. Before we begin I must address, this criticism 

directly towards RuPaul himself may seem unfair. RPDR is a reality television 

show, which has a team of hundreds of people from producers, to story writers, 

to editors who not only create the show, but also are responsible for its content 

and outcome. However, RuPaul has attached his name and face to the franchise 

 
1 Figure taken from https://deadline.com/2021/01/rupauls-drag-race-season-13-premiere-vh1-ratings-most-
watched-episode-1234664587/ 
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and everything it has produced, from every spin-off series, even ones he does not 

appear in, and RuPaul’s Drag Con which he is not the main attraction of. Therefore, 

he is directly responsible for the negative impact the show has had on the drag 

and queer community, just as much as he is responsible for pushing drag and 

queer visibility into the mainstream.  

In 2019 RuPaul appeared on The Graham Norton Show, in which he told the story 

of ‘the term drag is an acronym for the stage directions dressed as girl’ (The 

Graham Norton Show, 2007-present) from Shakespearian plays, which of course 

the panel and audience just took as fact since it was said by the self-proclaimed 

Queen of Drag. However, this is somewhat universally known to be false and is 

now thought to have originated from actors in the 1800’s wearing petticoats or 

capes as costumes, as they would drag on the floor as they walked around the 

stage2. In drag performer Cheddar Gorgeous’s 2020 Ted Talk, The Power of Drag, 

they further debunk the theory of the word’s origin RuPaul described, stating ‘it 

was implicit that men would play roles in Elizabethan Theatre’ (The Power of Drag, 

2020) thus the need for this stage direction would be pointless, and also ‘that way 

of describing drag just doesn’t represent the many different of styles people do 

now and the many different styles people have done drag historically’ (The Power 

of Drag, 2020). They go on to explain the petticoat origin surely makes more 

sense as ‘it would have been a much more versatile term, it related a lot less to 

dressing up as a woman, and much more to the communitive value of wearing a 

lovely frock’ (The Power of Drag, 2020) thus reflects the world of drag as it is now, 

an expression of gender representation, not just men dressed as girl. Although 

this may not seem like a huge difference, RuPaul’s definition is propelling this 

outdated idea that the only valid form of drag is a cis-man creating a female 

 
2 Definition taken from https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/zbkmkmn 
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illusion and not an exploration and experimentation with gender. Even Jaidia 

Essence-Hall, winner of season 12 (2020) said ‘I don’t consider myself too much 

of a drag queen but more of a female impersonator’ (RuPaul’s Drag Race, 2009-

present) during her entrance, clearly outlining in a recent season this outdated 

definition of drag is what the show wants it to be. However, this is far from what 

non-cis male drag artists Scarlett Fever and Rouge3 had to say when I interviewed 

them for this project, as two people who have successful careers as drag queens 

to gain a better understanding on the non-cis male experience in the drag 

community. Rouge described drag as ‘breaking down the construct of gender and 

having complete artistic freedom to express yourself any which way you want. It 

is about breaking away from societal norms and challenging the system that tries 

so hard to oppress and cage us. Drag is freedom and drag is art’ (Rouge, 2021), 

and Scarlett Fever said 'I would say that drag is an art form…the beauty of drag 

is you can be whoever you want to be. So this whole idea that it has to be a female 

illusion, well that’s bullshit, there’s kind of no limits to what you can do and how 

to can express yourself and explore who you are through the art of make-up and 

costume and performance in that way’ (Scarlett Fever, 2021). Both of these 

successful drag performers ideas of what drag is does agree with Cheddar 

Gorgeous’s Ted Talk, therefore one can confidently conclude this is what drag is, 

so why does RPDR and RuPaul himself focus so heavily on the female illusion and 

not drag as an art form in its entirety. What about kings, non-cis men, 

androgynous performers, club kid style artists? It is called RuPaul’s Drag Race 

after all…not RuPaul’s Drag Queen Race or the admittedly less catchy RuPaul’s 

Female Illusion Race. Even the show’s most recognisable phrase of, ‘Gentlemen 

start your engines, and may the best woman win!’ (RuPaul’s Drag Race, 2009-

 
3 These are the stage names of these performers, which they both wanted to be referred to in this essay 
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presant) is pushing the narrative that drag is about the creation of a female illusion 

and this is what will be judged, transforming from a gentleman to a woman, thus 

the main credentials to winning the title of America’s Next Drag Superstar.  

I believe, the show’s lack of diversity is because of the misogyny present in the 

queer community, and unfortunately heavily imbedded in RPDR. It is a common 

thought that RuPaul is transphobic, as he has said on multiple occasions, he would 

never cast a trans women (with the exception of All Star Seasons, where constants 

are invited back to compete again, however all of these trans women were either 

not out or male presenting on their original season). However, this focus on just 

trans women always seemed problematic to me, as cis-women have also never 

been cast on the show despite also being valid drag performers. In a now infamous 

tweet, RuPaul states ‘you can take performance enhancing drugs and still be an 

athlete, just not in the Olympics’ (RuPaul, 2018), inferring women, trans or cis, 

have an unfair advantage in taking part in the art form of drag, as they already 

have feminine bodies. This pushes the idea that drag is a female illusion, and one 

must start with a masculine body and transform to the feminine, thus I do not 

believe this is an issue with the trans community, but with women or feminine 

bodies doing drag. This can be further proved by casting the trans-masculine artist 

Gottmik (Season 13, 2021), who was open about having had top surgery on the 

show and was male presenting when not in drag, therefore still created a female 

illusion. So, can we really say progress has been made to making the cast more 

diverse if this diversity is still a masculine body? This idea of the rejection of female 

bodies seems somewhat strange, since on the show they reject all masculine 

appearances from the contestants. In their essay Xtravaganza!: Drag 

Representation and Articulation in RuPaul’s Drag Race Eir-Anne Edgar argues the 

gender performance expected in RPDR is not as empowering as it makes it out to 
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be. She states ‘The show demonstrates that limitations of the male body also 

contribute as constraints for gender performances. Possibilities for drag are not 

limitless; Rupaul’s Drag Race relies upon and makes reference to a preceding 

queer history as a method of validating permissible drag constructions (Edgar, 

2011: p134). RPDR is so heavily fixated on this idea of the female illusion, that 

anything these performers fail to do to create a feminine appearance is often 

criticised, such as having a meaty tuck (a rather crude way of saying these cis-

men have a visible budge while in drag) or failing to hide their broad shoulders. 

But a real female body is rejected in the world of RPDR. This has now reflected in 

drag culture outside of the show, performers with female bodies such as myself 

are finding it harder to be booked, or taken seriously as artists. Drag performer 

Rouge is trans-masculine, alike Gottmik, but is still in the early stages of their 

medical transition, in our interview they said, ‘the drag community is brain washed 

into thinking that drag is only for cisgendered men and those who aren’t cisgender 

are just playing at being drag queens and shouldn’t be taken seriously’ (Rouge, 

2021). In an interview with the Gradian RuPaul does agree with Rouge, saying in 

relation to trans-woman and past contestant Peppermint (season 9) after her 

transition ‘I don’t like to call drag wearing women’s clothes’ (RuPaul: Drag is a big 

f-you to male-dominated culture, 2018), insinuating he no longer sees Peppermint 

as a drag artist because she is a woman, affirming her gender identity, so surely 

this statement proves RuPaul and RPDR in general is in fact not transphobic, but 

misogynistic as it does not see women, trans or cis, as true drag queens. The very 

fact this issue has been turned into a transgender and therefore queer issue, 

shows how imbedded this misogyny is in the queer community, as it has almost 

been completely missed. 
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What is confusing to me, is the fact that as a person whose research interests are 

queer and gender theory, I own about 20 books on these topics with several 

revolving around women and the female body specifically, none of which have 

anything on misogyny in the queer community, or more specifically among gay 

cis-men. Even Misogynation by Laura Bates, someone who explores sexism 

towards women and in this book dedicated to misogyny only mentions the 

sexualisation of lesbianism and not gay cis-men’s contribution to misogyny. When 

searching for articles, journal entries etc…I could only find one journal article, 

Accepting Femininity? Gay male misogyny and the policing of queer femininities 

by Sadie Hale and Tomas Ojeda and one magazine article by Eliel Cruz titled The 

Male Gaze and The Male Gays on the LGBTQIA+ for the website The Advocate.  

Anything else discussing this topic grouped gay men and women together as 

groups who experience misogyny, and these two texts were the only texts I could 

find that directly discussed the queer community’s direct impact on maintaining a 

society that views women as less than men. If other academics, despite few 

writings about it, and performers are agreeing with me then clearly this is an issue 

within the queer community and is something I as someone with a female body 

has experienced in queer spaces. Both Rouge and Scarlett Fever had a lot to say 

on this topic, Scarlett Fever point out that ‘There is a lot of internalised misogyny 

in the gay community as a whole. I think RPDR not having that diversity has added 

to that misogyny’ (Scarlett Fever, 2021). Even in the more experimental and 

creatively free, but far less popular, reality drag competition The Boulet Brother’s 

Dragula (Dragula) which similar to RPDR, has a group of drag performers compete 

in challenges to find America’s Next Drag Super-monster, and almost performs as 

a parody to its more mainstream counterpart and has a more diverse cast, has a 

high amount of misogyny towards its non-cis male contestants. The cis-female 
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constant Hollow Eve (Season 3, 2019) was labelled as disgusting by the cis-male 

contestants for storing well wrapped and packaged used feminine hygiene 

products in the freezer for possible performances and looks, despite the previous 

week where they all pricked their fingers with large needles and mixed their blood 

together for a challenge. This disgust at menstrual blood, but not at any other 

blood, is a clear example of the disgust queer cis-men often project at the female 

body, almost making it out to be something to be afraid of as something they do 

not understand or encounter, not having it biologically or being attracted to it. 

This is something that is prevalent in the queer community, so why are very few 

people writing about it directly? Cruz argues in his article ‘Traditionally, misogyny 

has been intrinsically tied to sexual desire — men dictating what women do or 

who they are, in order to appease the male gaze all while upholding a patriarchy’ 

(Cruz, 2015). Because RPDR is a show made up of almost entirely gay men, the 

idea of misogyny may be missed among viewers, this tied in with the oppression 

gay men have historically experienced by the same patriarchy, it would be easy 

to dismiss one causing the other. In their article, Hale and Ojeda argue that ‘Queer 

femininities are commonly viewed as ironic and theatrical, therefore superficial or 

invisible’ (Hale and Ojeda, 2018:p3), it true that representation of the queer 

female is entirely absent from the show but one could argue RPDR hyper-focus on 

creating the feminine from the masculine, is a queer representation of femininity, 

therefore not rejecting the idea of queer femininity entirely.  However, this lack of 

female representation at all, trans or cis, is an example of a traditional patriarchy 

being in charge. The only constant female representation is main judge Michelle 

Visage, who allows this room of queer cis-men to constantly call her a slut with 

massive breasts despite being married with children which she happily laughs off, 

keeping the women at the bottom, and these men, despite being queer, at the 
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top. All things considered; this is a room full of men gatekeeping women being 

allowed to be a part of it. This is also masked by the Queen at the top of the 

hierarchy being a queer person of colour, however the traditional patriarchy is still 

clearly being reinforced by the hierarchy they have created. Hale and Ojeda 

reinforce this idea by arguing ‘that the policing of queer femininities in white gay 

male environments functions to reinforce a particular gender and racial hierarchy 

which depoliticises femininities as a result’ (Hale and Ojeda, 2018p4-5). 

Obviously, since RuPaul created the show, this was not done intentionally, but it 

does help to hide all the wrong doings the show has done for the queer community, 

especially it’s female participants, as well as Visage being complicit. In his article, 

Cruz argues that: 

‘Because gay and bi men are systemically oppressed because of our sexuality, we 

cannot go on believing that our other identities — such as our gender or race — 

automatically mean we cannot oppress others. That is absolutely false. We can 

oppress people of all genders if we are not intentionally working to dismantle 

patriarchal structures, starting within our community. We cannot exchange a 

heteropatriarchy for a homopatriarchy when it still oppresses and silences women 

in and out of our community. We must deconstruct the patriarchy, listen to the 

concerns raised by women, and work on creating safe spaces for their voices to 

be heard’ (Cruz, 2019). 

Perhaps it is because this is so embedded in the queer community that it is 

redundant to mention it. RPDR is at its core is a female illusion competition, thus 

casting women of any description would not fit in with what they believe a good 

drag queen is. Although they have had trans women on the show previously, they 

have all had to present male on the show our of drag, again with expectations of 

All Star Seasons.  
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So, now I must ask the question, even if we ignore the misogyny, why would a 

show that on the surface is celebrating queerness, art, diversity, and its history 

only showcase and praise one type of drag? Well, female illusion drag panders to 

the male gaze, therefore is much more appealing to a mainstream audience as, 

by nature, is easier to digest for the average consumer. Cruz argues ‘gay and bi 

men [assert] authority over women by critiquing their appearance as needing to 

become more feminine or conventionally beautiful’ (Cruz, 2019), suggesting it is 

not just straight men that find the feminine visually appealing, but queer men also 

see the feminine as the ideal and transgress this thought into the queer art form 

of drag, and is reflected in the critiquing of the constants on RPDR if not feminine 

enough. Contestants are expected to hide everything masculine about their 

appearance while in drag, padding their hips and chest to create a more feminine 

figure, and to femininize their faces using make-up to transform into what our 

western society would deem as a beautiful woman, or one that would be sexually 

desirable to straight men. Contestants that do not fit into this niche make-up wise, 

have been criticised from the very start of their seasons. Dusty Ray Bottoms 

(Season 10, 2018) was told in episode one by Michelle Visage that she was ‘looking 

forward to a dot free face’ (RuPaul’s Drag Race, 2009-present) after Dusty had 

explained covering her face in dots was her signature look. While Crystal Methyd 

(Season 12, 2020), who has a very distinct style of exaggerated make-up, was 

told by Visage that ‘your make-up is distracting, it’s now become repetitive’ 

(RuPaul’s Drag Race, 2009-present) in the second episode Crystal competed on. 

When a queen has a simple, glamourous make-up style, they are never told this 

is becoming repetitive, or to change it up unlike their more interesting 

competitors. Most likely because this is pandering to the female illusion the show 

rewards and therefore the male gaze. But why would RPDR want to pander to the 
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male gaze, when RuPaul himself in an interview with the guardian has proudly 

said when defending why he won’t allow non-cis male contestants that ‘drag loses 

its sense of danger and its sense of irony once it’s not men doing it, because at 

it’s core it’s a social statement and a big f-you to male-dominated culture. So for 

men to do it, it’s really punk rock, because it’s a rejection of masculinity’ (RuPaul: 

Drag is a big f-you to male-dominated culture, 2018)? Well, unfortunately, leaning 

into the male gaze is the most socially acceptable way to introduce this queer art 

form into the mainstream. It’s easily digestible to the casual viewer, even my fifty-

nine-year-old catholic mother, who grew up in rural Northern Ireland is a major 

fan of the show and never misses an episode. This can be further supported by 

Dragula allowing all types of drag performers to compete, from non-cis male 

queens to drag kings to drag things, and the challenges revolve around glamour, 

horror, and filth, which definitely do not pander to the male gaze, and in 

consequence is no-where near as well known and watched as RPDR.  

In Laura Mulvey’s essay Visual pleasure and Narrative Cinema in which she 

discusses the use of the male gaze in western cinema she makes the point that 

‘Women’s desire is subjectively to her imagine as a beaer of the bleeding wound; 

she can exist only in relation to castration and cannot transcend it. She turns her 

child into the signifier of her own desire to possess a penis’ (Mulvery, 1975:p168). 

This idea of the male gaze is reflected in what is praised on RPDR. The queens 

with the most padding in their hips and chest, thus creating a western idea of an 

appealing, fertile body, are the queens who receive the most praise, and those 

who fail to cover up their broad shoulders or display their manly muscles, are 

criticised for taking the judges out of the female fantasy. Mulvey continues to 

describe the term scopophilia as ‘pleasure in looking…looking itself is a source of 

pleasure, just as, in the reverse formation, there is pleasure in bring looked at’ 
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(Mulvery, 1975:p170). This scopophilia pleasure is evident throughout RPDR, the 

judges and audience take pleasure in watching these cis-men transform into 

beautiful women, and vies versa. The queens apply for the show because they 

want to be seen by the millions of viewers the show now receives. As there has 

been so many seasons with well over 200 queens across them there are many 

well established and famous queens who have competed on the show for venues 

to book to ensure a large audience and money is made. As if it was not hard 

enough to be a drag performer just as a hobby and gain any sort of success, it 

has now become almost impossible as the scene is polluted with Ru Girls. When 

talking to Scarlett Fever, it was obvious she had a strong distaste for the show 

and how it has affected the local drag scene, but went to say ‘The most tragic 

thing is I will be auditioning for season four4 because the devastating thing is if 

you want to make a career out of drag, you have to go on Drag Race…I hate that 

I’m selling myself out because if I want a career in drag I have to be RuPaul’s 

bitch for a year and it sucks but that’s what Drag Race has done.’ (Scarlett Fever, 

2021). In Scarlett’s opinion, not only has RPDR made it impossible to do drag as 

a career if you have not been on the show, but also has now become so 

mainstream that the hyper-feminine, female illusion, type of drag has become the 

norm among the general public and its casual viewers. Therefore, this type of drag 

is what the majority of people expect from all drag performers, as it’s the only 

style of drag they are exposed to, which leads to these types of performers being 

favoured when venues book their acts. Scarlett’s style of drag, despite being 

feminine, is not a gendered illusion, therefore this selling out would require her to 

tone down her distinct make-up style, in order to have any chance of being a full-

time performer. Personally, I have only been able to be booked as a drag 

 
4 The next UK season to be cast at the time of the interview  
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performer in live art venues. I have applied to many drag venues and gay bars, 

with no success. I believe this to be because what I do is considered to be 

contemporary theatre or performance art, before it is considered to be drag to 

these venues. Even though what I do is breaking down the construct of gender, 

therefore by definition is without a doubt drag performance. In their essay Gender 

is Burning, Judith Butler argued ‘drag is a site of certain ambivalence, one which 

reflects the more general situation of being implicated in the regimes of power by 

which one is constituted and, hence, of being implicated in the very regimes of 

power that one opposes’ (Butler, 1996:p125), suggesting that despite the art from 

of drag and the ballroom culture as shown in the film Paris is Burning (1990) being 

a big f u to male dominated culture, there is still a power dynamic that takes place, 

reflecting those that had oppressed them. RPDR carries this over by being a 

competition reality television show, creating a clear hierarchy among those who 

take part, and in consequence drag artists and performers who have not appeared 

on the show allowing a patriarchal system to take place. 

As the show gains more criticism for its lack of diversity, as shown in the interviews 

with Scarlett Fever and Rouge, it can appear strange that it’s audience and praise 

has also continued to grow, especially with the alternative and more diverse show 

Dragula which RPDR viewers could watch instead.  In their essay about the RPDR, 

Edgar argues ‘If the persistent calls from queer activists for complexity in 

representation are not answered, the show runs the risk of becoming merely 

entertainment’ (Edgar, 2011:p138), if the show becomes merely entertainment, 

there is no longer that personal attachment from its audience, making them less 

likely to open their pockets to merchandise and events such as RuPaul’s Drag Con. 

They do this by somewhat exploiting the contestant’s hardships, dedicating large 

portions of each episode to the tragedies a queen has experienced because of their 
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queer identity and how drag has helped them through it; from Dusty Ray Bottoms 

(season 10, 2018) discussing their experiences with gay conversion therapy, to 

Kim Chi (season 8, 2016) discussing issues of body image. This creates the feeling 

of a personal relationship towards the contestants for the show’s viewers by 

sharing their vulnerable moments. This is what makes audiences connect to the 

show, the contestants are what keeps the show so relevant and entertaining, not 

RuPaul. But without RuPaul, we would not be exposed to this plethora of drag 

artists. Sharing the struggles of its contestants can be seen as a positive thing, by 

showing the mainstream audience that there is still work to do to go towards full 

queer acceptance in our modern western society, however this also pushes the 

narrative that the only interesting thing about queer people is their hardships and 

pain, and not the art and performances they create. 

In their essay, Edgar argues ‘If queer citizens are to take advantage of the current 

political and cultural national attention directed upon them, is the format of reality 

television like RuPaul’s Drag Race the appropriate venue for contributing to current 

dialogue regarding the complexity of queer representation? (Edgar, 2011:p134). 

This, to me, is a paradoxical question within itself, as surely RPDR is the reason 

why queer culture is so heavily in the public eyes now. Shows created prior to 

RPDR (2009) that also centre around the queer community such as Queer As Folk 

(1999-2002) faded into obscurity at the time and only gained critical acclaim 20 

years after its initial release from viewers. Or other reality television show, Mr Gay 

UK (1993-2013) which was watched in earlier seasons in order to mock and 

ridicule the flamboyant contestants, rather than support them. Arguably, RPDR 

was the main catalyst in not only normalising queer representation, but 

celebrating the culture around it on screen, forcing the community and its art form 

of drag to come out of its underground closet and into the mainstream. Edgar 
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continues to say ‘By referencing this film [Paris Is Burning (1990)], RuPaul 

establishes a dialogue between it and the work of Drag Race. This connection not 

only legitimates the queerness of the show in the queer historical continuum; it is 

also an attempt to equate the two in terms of social value’ (Edgar, 2011:p136). 

However, can this really be reaffirming queer history if RuPaul, nor the show itself, 

fails to credit these references? Terms the show has consistently used such as 

werk, the realness, the library, clocked, come through, reading, tea, shade and 

many more all come from Ballroom culture when it was at its height in the 80’s 

and primarily run by trans-women. RuPaul and the show commodifies these terms 

by writing songs revolved around these words and selling merch with these 

catchphrases on, making large profit of these terms he did not create, despite 

clearly having picked them up from experiencing these balls (another term the 

show has used to its advantage) first hand. A casual viewer of the show could 

therefore be ignorant to these phrases queer and important history, only 

associating them with RPDR and RuPaul himself, thus concluding this is where 

they came from. Arguably, one could say RuPaul, and the show is therefore 

rewriting herstory, thus not educating viewers of the show, but using these terms 

to market their product and commodify queer culture by commercialising off these 

already well-established terms that come from a moment in queer history, long 

before RPDR came about, meaning ballroom culture may eventually be forgotten 

or fade into obscurity. 

In conclusion, it is undeniable that RPDR and RuPaul himself has pushed the queer 

community and drag into the mainstream, making huge progress in queer 

acceptance and celebrating its art form. However, that does not excuse the valid 

criticism towards the barriers it has created. Despite there currently being 26 

different seasons in total spanning across twelve years and five countries, the 
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show refuses to progress alongside the drag community, and continues to only 

cast artists with masculine bodies whose drag revolves transforming into the 

feminine and creating an illusion. This has never been what drag is, from its 

petticoat origin to the experimentation and exaggeration of gender which my 

fellow non-cis male performers Scarlett Fever and Rouge, as well as Cheddar 

Gorgeous in their Ted Talk, describe what they believe the definition of drag is 

now. RPDR could therefore be considered to be rewriting herstory in what drag is 

by only displaying this niche in their mainstream, globally watched, and critically 

acclaimed television show. Therefore, drag performers who do not fall into this 

niche are thought to be outcasts, if drag artists at all, making it harder as each 

episode airs for those with feminine bodies or reject the female illusion to be 

booked, or given the same opportunities as the mainstream cis-male female 

illusionists. Not to mention the hierarchy of performers who appear on the show, 

not just by the competition of the show, but the famous drag queens it creates by 

giving them a huge platform being favoured by venues for bookings to secure a 

full audience, meaning there’s even less space for non-Ru Girls.   
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